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a b s t r a c t

The Open Porous Media (OPM) initiative is a community effort that encourages open
innovation and reproducible research for simulation of porous media processes. OPM
coordinates collaborative software development, maintains and distributes open-source
software and open data sets, and seeks to ensure that these are available under a free
license in a long-term perspective.

In this paper, we present OPM Flow, which is a reservoir simulator developed for
industrial use, as well as some of the individual components used to make OPM Flow.
The descriptions apply to the 2019.10 release of OPM.
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The Open Porous Media (OPM) initiative was started in 2009 to encourage open innovation and reproducible research
on modeling and simulation of porous media processes. OPM was initially founded as a collaboration between groups
at Equinor (formerly Statoil), SINTEF, the University of Stuttgart, and the University of Bergen, but over time, several
other groups and individuals have joined and contributed. What today forms the OPM suite of software, has mainly
been developed by SINTEF, NORCE (formerly IRIS), Equinor, Ceetron Solutions, Poware Software Solutions, and Dr. Blatt
HPC-Simulation-Software & Services.

The initial vision was to create long-lasting, efficient, and well-maintained, open-source software for simulating flow
and transport in porous media. The scope has later been extended to also provide open data sets, thus making it easier to
benchmark, compare, and test different mathematical models, computational methods, and software implementations.

OPM has so far primarily focussed on tools for reservoir simulation, and consists today of the OPM Flow reservoir
simulator, upscaling tools, and a selection of supporting and experimental software pieces. The corresponding source code
is divided into six modules, as shown in Fig. 1, and is organized as a number of git repositories hosted on github.com/OPM.
The data repositories opm-data and opm-tests are also hosted there, and contain example cases and data used for
integration testing. Herein, we only give an in-depth description of OPM Flow, which in turn uses or builds on existing
frameworks and libraries such as Dune [1], DuMuX [2], Zoltan [3], and Boost to reduce implementation and maintenance
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Fig. 1. Current module structure as of the 2019.10 release. Arrows indicate inter-module dependencies: a module depends on another module if it
has an arrow pointing towards it. Since the OPM software suite is in active development, the module organization is likely to keep changing in the
future.

Fig. 2. The Norne reservoir showing oil saturation and wells after approximately 3.5 years of production. The z-direction has been exaggerated 5
times.

cost and improve software quality. The Matlab Reservoir Simulation Toolbox [4–6] has also been a significant source of
ideas and concepts. In addition to the simulator tools, OPM contains the ResInsight postprocessor, which has been used
for all the 3D visualization herein, such as Fig. 2. Apart from computational routines underlying flow diagnostics [7],
ResInsight is independent of the other OPM modules.

All software in OPM is distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), version 3, with the option of using
newer versions of the license. Datasets are distributed under the Open Database License, version 1.0, with individual
content under the Database Contents License, version 1.0.

Code development in OPM follows an open model: All source code contributions are made using the GitHub pull
request mechanism. Anyone can create such a request, which asks the maintainers to merge some change (bugfix,
improvement, or new feature) into the master branch of one of the module repositories. Each request is reviewed
and typically merged by the maintainer after some discussion and possible revisions of the proposed changes. OPM
generally accepts contributions of many kinds, not just software improvements and additions, but also use-case reports,
documentation, and bug reports.

2. OPM Flow

OPM Flow is developed to serve two main purposes: (1) as an open-source alternative and drop-in replacement for
contemporary commercial simulators to assist oil companies in planning and managing (conventional) hydrocarbon assets,
and (2) as a research and prototyping platform that enables its users to implement, test, and validate new models and
computational methods in a realistic and industry-relevant setting. To this end, OPM Flow aims to represent reservoir
geology, fluid behavior, and description of wells and production facilities as in commercial simulators and hence offers
standard fully-implicit discretizations of black-oil type models and supports industry-standard input and output formats.
The simulator is implemented using automatic differentiation (AD) [8] to avoid error-prone derivation and coding of
analytical Jacobians for the residual equations, which also makes it easier to extend the simulator with new model
equations, e.g., for CO2 injection or enhanced oil recovery (EOR). Equally important, using AD makes it relatively simple
to extend the simulator to compute sensitivities and gradients with respect to various types of model parameters, using
e.g., an adjoint method [9].

This paper does not aim to explain how to install or run OPM Flow. For that we refer to the web site, opm-project.org,
or the OPM Flow manual [10].
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2.1. The black-oil model

The black-oil equations constitute the most widely used flow model in simulation of hydrocarbon reservoirs. The
model is based on the premise that we have three different fluid phases (aqueous, oleic, and gaseous) and three
(pseudo)components: water, oil, and gas. Oil and gas are not single hydrocarbon species, but represent all hydrocarbon
species that exist in liquid and vapor form at surface conditions. Mixing is allowed, in the sense that both oil and gas
can be found in the oleic phase, in the gaseous phase, or in both. The amounts of dissolved gas in the oleic phase and
vaporized oil in the gaseous phase must be kept track of. Below, we will use subscripts w, o, g to indicate quantities
related to each of the phases or components.

2.1.1. Model equations
The black-oil equations can be deduced from conservation of mass for each component with suitable closure

relationships such as Darcy’s law and initial and boundary conditions. The equations are discretized in space with an
upwind finite-volume scheme using a two-point flux approximation and in time using an implicit (backward) Euler
scheme. The resulting equations are solved simultaneously in a fully implicit formulation by a Newton-type linearization
with a properly preconditioned, iterative linear solver. We give both the continuous and discrete equations.

Continuous equations. The conservation laws form a system of partial differential equations, one for each pseudocompo-
nent α:

∂

∂t
(φrefAα) + ∇ · uα + qα = 0, (1)

where the accumulation terms and fluxes are given by

Aw = mφbwsw, uw = bwvw, (2a)

Ao = mφ(boso + rogbg sg ), uo = bovo + rogbgvg , (2b)

Ag = mφ(bg sg + rgoboso), ug = bgvg + rgobovo. (2c)

and the phase fluxes are given by Darcy’s law:

vα = −λαK(∇pα − ραg). (3)

In addition, the following closure relations should hold:

sw + so + sg = 1, (4)

pc,ow = po − pw, (5)

pc,og = po − pg ; (6)

see Appendix A.1 for definitions of the symbols used.

Discrete equations. In the following, let subscript i denote a discrete quantity defined in cell i and subscript ij denote a
discrete quantity defined at the connection between two cells i and j. Two cells share a connection if they are adjacent
geometrically in the computational grid or share an explicit non-neighbor connection (NNC; provided by the user). For
example vo,ij is the oil flux from cell i to cell j. For oriented quantities such as fluxes, the orientation is taken to be from cell
i to cell j, and the quantity is skew-symmetric (vo,ij = −vo,ji), whereas non-oriented quantities such as the transmissibility
Tij are symmetric (Tij = Tji). Quantities with superscript 0 are taken at the start of the discrete time step, other quantities
are at the end of the time step. Superscripts or subscripts applied to an expression in parenthesis apply to each element
in the expression.

The discretized equations and residuals are, for each pseudo-component α and cell i:

Rα,i =
φref,iVi

∆t

(
Aα,i − A0

α,i

)
+

∑
j∈C(i)

uα,ij + qα,i = 0, (7)

where Aα are as in (2) and uα are fluxes defined similar to the velocities uα:

uw = bwvw, (8a)

uo = bovo + rogbgvg , (8b)

ug = bgvg + rgobovo. (8c)

The relations (4)–(6) hold for each cell i. The fluxes are given for each connection ij by:

(bαvα)ij = (bαλαmT )U(α,ij)Tij∆Φα,ij (9)

(rβαbαvα)ij = (rβαbαλαmT )U(α,ij)Tij∆Φα,ij (10)
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∆Φα,ij = pα,i − pα,j − gρα,ij(zi − zj) (11)

ρα,ij = (ρα,i + ρα,j)/2 (12)

U(α, ij) =

{
i, ∆Φα,ij ≥ 0,
j, ∆Φα,ij < 0.

(13)

See Appendix A.2 for definitions of the symbols used above.

2.1.2. Choice of primary variables
For a grid with n cells, the material balances (7) give us 3n equations. (When only two phases are defined, either

oil/water or oil/gas, the system is simplified and we solve only two mass balance equations, giving 2n equations.) In
addition, we have equations and unknowns from the well model, which will be described in Section 2.2. An important
question is which quantities we should use as primary variables, i.e., the unknowns we solve for. There is some flexibility,
as we have relations connecting many of the quantities.

Our basic choice for non-miscible flow is to use the pressure of one of the phases (which we take to be oil pressure po),
sw , and sg as our primary variables. The pressure po will then behave mostly in an elliptic fashion, whereas the saturations
sw and sg are more hyperbolic.

For miscible flow, it is a little more complicated: Since the gaseous phase may disappear if all the gas dissolves into
the oleic phase, and similarly the oleic phase may disappear if all the oil vaporizes into the gaseous phase, we cannot
always use sg for our third variable. Instead we use the third variable to track the composition of the phase that has not
disappeared. We therefore use either sg , rgo, or rog as our third primary variable, depending on the fluid state, and we call
that variable x:

x =

⎧⎨⎩
sg , all three phases present,
rgo, no gaseous phase,
rog , no oleic phase.

(14)

This choice is made separately for each cell i depending on its state.

2.1.3. Initial and boundary conditions
Initial conditions are defined by the initial values of pressure p, saturations sα , and, if applicable, the mixing ratios rgo

and rog . These values can be specified by the user directly in the input data, or computed from an equilibration procedure
that ensures the initial state is in vertical equilibrium. This procedure takes as input the fluid pressure at a reference
depth, the depths of the water–oil and oil–gas contacts, and the capillary pressures at those contact depths. It then solves
the following ordinary differential equations:

dpα

dz
= ρα(z, pα) g. (15)

The fluid density typically depends on the pressure, and possibly also on its composition; see Section 2.1.6 for details. The
equations are solved numerically using a 4th-order Runge–Kutta method, with the order of the phases decided by the
location of the datum depth: First, we solve for the phase in whose zone the datum is located, using the datum pressure
to fixate the pressure solution. We then solve for phases corresponding to the zones above and below. To fixate the phase
pressures, we use the already computed phase pressure(s) evaluated at the zone contact depth and the input capillary
pressures.

Good estimates of the initial water saturation of the reservoir are often known from seismic and well logs. This data
can be used to improve the initial state. The equilibration procedure is the same as described above, but the capillary
pressure is scaled to match the initial water saturation. Each cell will thus have its own scaling of the capillary pressure
that needs to be taken into account during the simulations.

OPM Flow has so far mainly been developed to simulate reservoirs having no fluid communication with the surround-
ing rock; the default boundary conditions are therefore no-flow Neumann conditions. In that case, the only way the
reservoir communicates with the outside is through the coupled well models, see Section 2.2. In recent versions, support
for more general boundary conditions has been added, as well as support for some aquifer models that allow the reservoir
domain to be in communication with surrounding water-carrying rock.

2.1.4. Rock properties
Rock porosity, denoted φ, is the void fraction of the bulk volume that is able to store and transmit fluids. It usually

depends on pressure, which we model as φ = mφ(p)φref, where the multiplier mφ is a function of pressure and φref is a
reference porosity. This model does not account for the possibility of irreversible changes to the rock, such as fracturing.
We model porosity as cell-by-cell piecewise constant.

The rock permeability (or absolute permeability), denoted K, measures the ability of a porous medium to transmit a
single fluid phase at certain pressure conditions; see Darcy’s law (3). For an isotropic porous medium the permeability
is a scalar, but in general K is a tensor, indicating that the medium’s resistance to flow depends on the flow direction.
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A typical example includes layered rocks in subsurface reservoirs, which are typically more permeable in the directions
tangential to the layer than in the normal direction. We model permeability as a cell-by-cell piecewise constant tensor. The
permeability is not used directly in the discrete formulation above, but enters the equation through the transmissibility
factor; see Appendix B for details.

2.1.5. Relative permeability and capillary pressure
The rock’s ability to transmit fluids is reduced when more than one fluid phase is present. This is modeled by

introducing a saturation-dependent factor kr,α called relative permeability. (In (3), we use themobility λα = kr,α/µα , where
µα denotes the viscosity.) For a three-phase system, one could imagine that relative permeabilities were functions of two
independent arguments. A more common and natural approach is to assemble the three-phase properties stepwise from
‘‘two-phase’’ relations. The water relative permeability is then assumed to be a function of water saturation only, kr,w(sw),
and its domain is confined by the connate water saturation swco and maximum saturation sw,max. We complement the
water/oil sub-system by a relative permeability for oil kr,ow(so), with oil saturations bounded by so ∈ [1− sw,max, 1− swco].
Similarly for the gas phase, we have a relative permeability kr,g (sg ), and endpoints sg,min and sg,max respectively. Whereas
the connate water swco is a significant parameter that signals presence of water also in the gas cap, it is usual to assume
sg,min = 0. Thus, the oil relative permeability for the gas/oil/connate-water subsystem, kr,og (so), has a domain bounded by
so ∈ [1 − sg,max, 1 − swco].

Both sub-systems are also equipped with a capillary pressure relation, and assuming normal wettability conditions
(water wetting relative oil) pc,ow(sw) will be a decreasing function of sw while (oil wetting relative gas) pc,og (sg ) is an
increasing function of sg .

A simple and robust approach for combining kr,ow and kr,og into a true three-phase relative permeability kr,o is to
assume local segregation in each cell and use a volume-weighted average between the water and gas zones

kr,o(so) =
(sw − swco)kr,ow(so) + sgkr,og (so)

sw − swco + sg
. (16)

For each property, an arbitrary number of alternative tables can be defined and assigned cellwise throughout the grid. The
functions may also be modified by the introduction of cellwise transformations, known as endpoint scaling, that provide
local adaptivity.

OPM Flow provides some support for hysteresis effects [11] that typically will arise from reversal of saturation
changes. For relative permeabilities, the possibility is limited to the non-wetting phases, i.e., the oil phase in the
water/oil sub-system and the gas in the gas/oil system. In addition to the usual (drainage) relative permeability kr,n(sn),
a second (imbibition) curve kimb

r,n (sn) must be supplied. Consider a drainage process that is reversed after reaching some
saturation shstn . Following Carlson’s method [12], a so-called scanning curve is obtained by finding an appropriate saturation
translation ∆hst

n from the relation kimb
r,n (s

hst
n + ∆hst

n ) = kr,n(shstn ). The imbibition process will then proceed according to the
relative permeability curve kimb

r,n (sn + ∆hst
n ).

2.1.6. Pressure–volume–temperature (PVT) relationships
Pseudocomponents, or components for short, essentially correspond to the identifiable phases at standard surface

conditions, and each component is assigned a surface density, ρS,α . At reservoir conditions, the fluid volume will consist of
certain mix of components, referred to as the composition. In the standard black-oil formulation, pressure is essentially the
single intensive quantity, thus implicitly assuming steady-state heat distribution. (This can to some extent be generalized
by partitioning the reservoir into multiple PVT regions, each with a separate set of properties.)

Water has a simple PVT behavior, with a one-to-one correspondence between the water component and the aqueous
phase in terms of the water shrinkage factor bw = ρw/ρS,w that relates the density ρw at reservoir conditions to the
density ρS,w at surface conditions. The factor is a function of water pressure, and it is parameterized in terms of a constant
compressibility, a reference pressure, and a corresponding reference factor. So bw = bw(pw; cw, pw,ref , bw,ref ). Water
viscosity, µw , is considered pressure dependent, and the fraction µw/bw is also specified as a constant ‘‘compressibility’’
quantity.

The oleic phase behavior can be specified at various levels of complexity, and the simplest formulation available
is similar to that of water. There is also a slightly more flexible variant available, in which bo and µo are given as
tabulated functions of the oil pressure po, thus relaxing the constant compressibility form. These versions do not permit
any dissolved gas and are consequently referred to as ‘‘dead oil’’ formulations.

For a system with gas dissolved into the oleic phase, we must specify the dissolution capacity of the oleic phase,
represented as the maximum gas–oil ratio rs, as a function of pressure. For each value of rs, the corresponding pressure
is referred to as the bubble point pressure pbpp. Thus, the actual ratio of dissolved gas at given reservoir conditions obeys
rgo ≤ rs(po) with equality if po ≤ pbpp. Shrinkage factors bo and viscosities µo must be supplied accordingly, and in
particular, properties must be defined also for undersaturated conditions, i.e., pressures above pbpp. A simulator must be
able to handle the change from having no free gas at pressures above pbpp to having a gas phase present at lower pressures.
An example is given in Section 3.4; see Fig. 14. Oil containing dissolved gas is known as ‘‘live oil’’.

The properties of the gaseous phase mirror those of the oleic, and the gas equivalent to dead oil is called ‘‘dry gas’’,
referring to the exclusion of vaporized oil from the gaseous phase. This opposed to ‘‘wet gas’’, which in analogy to the
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Fig. 3. Case from the OLYMPUS Optimization Challenge [15]. Top: pressure at the end of the simulation time. Bottom: wells and the cells they are
connected to.

live-oil model, requires specification of a maximum vaporized oil–gas ratio rv that controls the amount of oil in the gaseous
phase. OPM Flow can also have a fourth phase to support solvent modeling, and these PVT properties are defined similar
to those of dry gas.

OPM Flow provides a mechanism to contain or tune the behavior when combining live-oil and wet-gas properties. The
values of both rs and rv may be scaled back by some positive powers of the fraction (so/so,max), where the denominator
refers to the cellwise historical maximum of the oil saturation so.

2.2. Well models

OPM provides two different well models. The ‘standard’ well model describes the flow conditions within each well with
a single set of primary variables [13]. This works adequately in describing the majority of wells in reservoir simulation,
as a result, it has been used as the default well model. More advanced multi-segment well models [14] discretize the
wellbore with ‘segments’ to provide more detailed, flexible, and accurate wellbore simulation, especially for multi-lateral
wells and long horizontal wells. In either case, wells interact with reservoir formation through connections that represent
the flow paths between the wellbore and single grid blocks. The calculation of inflow rates through connections plays an
important role within well modeling. Fig. 3 shows both vertical and mostly horizontal wells in a realistic reservoir model.

2.2.1. Standard well model
For the standard well model, a single set of primary variables is introduced for each well. For a three-phase black oil

system, there are four primary variables: Qt is the weighted total flow rate, the weighted fractions of water Fw and gas Fg
describe the fluid composition within the wellbore [13], and the fourth is the bottom-hole pressure pbhp, i.e., the pressure
in the wellbore at the datum depth. The following equations relate the primary variables to the flow rates:

Qt =

∑
α∈{o,g,w}

gαQα, Fw =
gwQw

Qt
, Fg =

ggQg

Qt
(17)

Here, Qα is the flow rate of component α under surface conditions and gα is a weighting factor. For gas, this factor is
typically chosen to be a small value like 0.01 to avoid gas fractions close to unity [13].

Volumetric inflow rates at reservoir conditions are calculated as

qrα,j = Tw,jMα,j[pj − (pbhp,w + hw,j)], (18)

where qrα,j is the flow rate of phase α through connection j. The other symbols are described in Appendix A.3. The rate
is negative for flow from wellbore to reservoir, and positive for flow into the opposite direction. The pressure differences
hw,j between connection j and the datum point are computed explicitly based on the fluid composition in the wellbore
at the start of the timestep.

To keep the system closed, we introduce conservation equations for each component,

Rα,w =
Aα,w − A0

α,w

∆t
+ Qα −

∑
j∈C(w)

qα,j = 0, (19)
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the multi-segment well and the segment structure.

that are solved in a fully implicit and coupled way with the black-oil equations (7). Here, C(w) is the set of connections
of the well w, qα,j is the flow rate of phase α through connection j under surface condition, which can be calculated from
qrα,j defined in (18); the relation is similar to the one between component and mass fluxes (2). The storage term Aα,w

describes the amount of component α in the wellbore (small volume), and it is introduced for better stability of the well
solution.

In addition, we need equations that model how the wells are controlled. The well control equation for a prescribed
bhp target reads

Rc,w = pbhp,w − ptargetbhp,w = 0, (20)

whereas for a rate-controlled well we have

Rc,w = Qα − Q target
α = 0. (21)

where Q target
α is the desired surface-volume rate of the controlled component α, typically oil rate for a production well.

Under some conditions, fluids from the reservoir formation can enter the wellbore through some connections and get
reinjected into the formation through other connections of the same well. This phenomenon is called cross-flow, and
is modeled by the standard well model. Since the model assumes that the fluid composition is uniform throughout the
wellbore (given by Fg and Fw), the same composition will be injected through all injecting connections. When this is not
accurate enough, a multi-segment well model can be used.

2.2.2. Multi-segment well model
So-called multi-segment well models [14] were introduced to simulate more advanced wells, such as multilateral

wells, horizontal wells, and inflow control devices. With a multi-segment model, the wellbore is divided into an arbitrary
number of segments (Fig. 4). Including more segments can give a more accurate simulation, at higher computational
cost. Each segment consists of two parts: a segment node and a flow path to the neighboring segment in the direction
towards the well head, defined as the outlet segment (Fig. 4(b)). Most segments also have inlet segment neighbors in the
direction away from the well head. In the well shown in Fig. 4(a), there are three branches, including one main branch
(in red color) and two lateral branches (in green and blue colors). For multilateral wells, a segment node must be placed
at the branch junction. Segments at branch junction points have additional inlet segments and segments at the end of
branches do not have inlet segments. The top segment of each well does not have an outlet segment. The pressure at this
segment is the bottom-hole pressure of the well, whereas the component rates equal the component rates for the well
as a whole.

Each segment has the node pressure p as a primary variable in addition to the primary variables Qt , Fw , and Fg
introduced for the standard well model (see (17)). Likewise, the component equations (19) are extended to include
additional terms Qα,i that represent the flow rate from the inlet segments I(n) of segment n as well as the inflow from
the reservoir through the segment’s connections C(n).

Rα,n =
Aα,n − A0

α,n

∆t
−

∑
i∈I(n)

Qα,i −
∑
j∈C(n)

qα,j + Qα,n = 0. (22)

Each segment can thus receive inflow from more than one connection or no connection through the segment node,
whereas each connection can only contribute to one segment. In the standard well model, the connection is located at
the centroid of the grid block. In the multi-segment well model, the connection and segment node can be located at any
place in the grid block. The inflow calculation of the connection in the multi-segment well model is as follows:

qrα,j = Tw,jMα,j(pj + Hcj − pn − Hnc). (23)
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Fig. 5. Hydrostatic pressure drops used in the multi-segment well model.

Here, pj is the pressure at the cell center of the grid block that contains connection j; Hcj is the hydrostatic pressure
difference between the cell center and the connection; pn is the pressure of segment n; and Hnc is the hydrostatic pressure
difference between the connection and the segment (Fig. 5).

The last equation for each segment describes the pressure relationships between the segment n and its outlet segment
m:

Rp,n = pn − pm − Hh − Hf − Ha = 0. (24)

Here, the H terms represent the hydrostatic, frictional, and acceleration pressure drops between the segments.
The top segment does not have an outlet segment, and hence the pressure equation is replaced by a well control

equation, which is the same as for the standard well model, (20) or (21).
As with the standard well model, the well equations are solved with the reservoir mass conservation equations in a

coupled, fully implicit way, see Section 2.3.2.

2.3. Solution strategy

Altogether, the reservoir and well equations described thus far define a large system of (fully implicit) nonlinear
equations, which we can be written on compact residual form as R(y) = 0, where y is the vector of primary variables.
This system is solved using a Newton–Raphson type method. Let yn = (po, sw, x) be the primary variables after n Newton
iterations. Given an initial state y0, the solution of R(y) = 0 can be found by iteratively solving

J(yn)(yn+1 − yn) = −R(yn) (25)

until R(yn) is less then some prescribed tolerance. Creating the Jacobian matrix J(yn) and solving this linearized problem
is the core computational task of the simulator, and its performance depends largely on how this part of the code is
programmed. The linearization and the solution procedure for (25) is explained in detail in the following subsections, but
first some words about convergence of the nonlinear solver.

2.3.1. Nonlinear solver issues
The solution at the end of the previous time step is used as initial guess, therefore the Newton–Raphson method is

expected to converge rapidly if a sufficiently small time step is used. For large time steps and/or large changes in the
solution, typically caused by changing well controls, the Newton–Raphson method may converge poorly or not at all.
One simple way of improving the convergence is to restrict the change allowed per iteration and prevent the solution
from jumping far across the boundary between saturated and undersaturated states in a single iteration. This so-called
Appleyard chop technique [16] is implemented in OPM Flow, and is often sufficient for the method to converge. Still, time
steps may need to be cut to make the solver converge for some difficult cases.

Note also that since the third primary variable x may change interpretation from one iteration to the next, we are
not strictly using the Newton–Raphson method as such, but a close relative. Changing primary variable may disturb the
convergence, and we therefore add a small threshold to the variable-switching logic in (14) to prevent oscillation between
states. Lack of smoothness of the residuals can also come from other sources. For example, the functions for relative
permeability and capillary pressure can be almost discontinuous in some cases, they can also have hysteretic behavior.

The third point that affects the convergence of the nonlinear solver is the accuracy of the linear solvers. Solving the
linear system to a loose accuracy may lead to poor convergence of the nonlinear solver. The tuning of the time-stepping
procedure, and the tolerance used in the linear and nonlinear solvers are highly related, and optimal choices are case-
and problem-dependent.

From the user side, there are several command-line options that can be used to control the solver. In particular, --
tolerance-mb controls the mass balance error as a reservoir-average saturation error, and --tolerance-cnv controls
the maximal local residual error. For more information about runtime options and other aspects of running OPM Flow,
see Section 2.2 of the OPM Flow manual [10]. Running OPM Flow with the option --help will print a list of available
parameters.
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Fig. 6. Structure of the matrix system for a case with two wells. Here, A contains the reservoir flow equations, D1 and D2 contain the linearized
well equations for each of the two wells, whereas the B and C matrices are coupling entries between the reservoir and well models. Note that the
size of A is typically orders of magnitude larger than the other submatrices..

2.3.2. Solving the system of linear equations
The overall structure of the linearized system of equations is shown in Fig. 6. The well equations are added to the

global system using a Schur complement approach:

(A −

∑
w

CwD−1
w Bw) xr = Rr −

∑
w

CwD−1
w Rw, (26)

xw = D−1
w (Rw − Bw xr ). (27)

Eq. (25) is always taken to be this modified system. The linear system solved is therefore always of the same size as
the reservoir part of the system.

Depending on fluid properties and other reservoir-specific parameters, the system of equations (7) could exhibit
elliptic or degenerate parabolic behavior or could even be hyperbolic for specific setups. Therefore, solving the linearized
system (25) stemming from these equations is challenging, since it is likely non-symmetric and ill-conditioned. Instead
of solving equation (25) directly, the solution is approximated by an iterative linear solver. Two variants are available, a
stabilized Bi-conjugate Gradient method (BiCG-stab) [17] and a restarted Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRes) [18]
solver. By default, BiCG-stab is used. In addition, several options are available for preconditioning of the linear system,
the default choice being the incomplete lower triangular–upper triangular factorization with level of fill in 0 (ILU0). More
sophisticated choices are based on an algebraic multigrid (AMG) method for preconditioning, such as a recently added
Constraint Pressure Residual (CPR) preconditioner (originally introduced in [19]) using the approach of [20].

Implementation of the AMG and the CPR preconditioner is further discussed in Section 2.5 and the solver itself
in [21]. The OPM Flow manual [10] gives an overview of parameters for choosing solvers and preconditioners, as well as
other related parameters. The solvers and preconditioners are implemented in the Dune module dune-istl and described
in [22,23]. In the current version, OPM Flow assembles the Jacobian matrix into the block compressed row storage
(BCRSMatrix) data structures provided by dune-istl. Each matrix entry is of the type FieldMatrix, which is a dense
matrix with fixed row and column length provided by dune-common. Blocked matrix storage enables better performance
on modern CPUs compared to the standard approach that stores each matrix entry separately. Likewise, the unknown ∆y
and the right hand side −R(yn) are stored in a BlockVector from the dune-istl package.

The interface between OPM Flow and linear solver packages has been designed in a flexible way so that besides dune-
istl other linear algebra packages could be used. For example, an experimental implementation using the PETSc library [24]
has been successfully tested. We compared dune-istl from OPM Flow’s default setup with solvers from PETSc on the Norne
case and found that the PETSc solvers were between 1% and 2% faster. However, thread parallel matrix assembly is much
faster with dune-istl than with PETSc. The reason is that whereas dune-istl enables direct access to matrix data structures,
PETSc only offers procedural access. Since PETSc would introduce another hard library dependency to the project, our
overall evaluation was that using dune-istl is more advantageous. On the other hand, having developed a coupling to
PETSc solvers enables the project to periodically check for improved alternatives as those may become available. We have
also tested OPM Flow with the AMGCL [25] library. In particular, we have compared the CPR preconditioner from AMGCL
and the one based on dune-istl and found that the performance is similar. A detailed study of linear solver performance
is outside the scope of this paper.

2.4. Automatic differentiation in OPM Flow

The coefficients of the linearized systems required by the nonlinear Newton solver (e.g., J(yn) in Eq. (25)) have
traditionally been computed by evaluating closed-form expressions obtained by differentiating the discretized flow
equations analytically. Differentiating these flow equations manually and programming the resulting formulas is both
time-consuming and error-prone. The problem is particularly pronounced when extending an existing simulator with new
functional relationships. If a quantity is set to depend on a different or new (primary) variable, the changes in derivatives
will propagate through the chain rule to the Jacobians of all quantities that depend on the modified quantity. Thus, even
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very simple extensions in functional dependencies may cause large modifications throughout the simulator code. As stated
in [26]: ‘‘The tedious and error-prone process of constructing the Jacobian matrix is a major reason why it is difficult to
accommodate additional capabilities into existing simulators’’.

Automatic differentiation (AD) is a way to mitigate this problem; see for example [27] or [8] for an introduction. There
are many examples of AD tools used for scientific computing, such as Sacado [28], ADOL-C [29] or ADETL [30]; the latter
used for the AD-GPRS [26,31] reservoir simulator.

The AD mechanism implemented in OPM works by treating each quantity in the program not as just a single value, but
as a value paired with values for the ‘‘relevant’’ partial derivatives. Whenever the value of a new quantity is computed,
a combination of the chain rule and standard differentiation rules for elementary unary and binary operations is used
to compute the correct value of all the corresponding partial derivatives. This is called the forward approach to AD, in
contrast to backward AD, which stores the adjoints of each quantity.

When it was decided to use AD in OPM, we had already gained significant experience from developing a new object-
oriented framework based on automatic differentiation in MRST [5]. As part of this work, we evaluated and tested different
pre-existing libraries, but found none that both provided the desired flexibility and performance and were made available
under a compatible open-source license. Experience from MRST [5] and [8] indicated that implementing a custom library
would represent a limited effort. This proved to be true: the resulting AD template class in OPM consists of approximately
650 lines of code, including comments. Using this library also avoids adding another external dependency to the project.

Basing OPM on AD has in our opinion turned out to be a very good decision. It has eliminated a lot of mundane
work in developing new models and functionality, and has also opened a future road to a simulator that will be largely
differentiable.

An alternative to AD is using numerical differentiation of the residuals to approximate the Jacobian. This has been
applied successfully, for example in DuMuX [2]. Since the resulting Jacobian is an approximation, this can lead to a slight
increase in Newton iterations. AD Jacobians will be as accurate as hand-coded ones, and you do not have to choose an
epsilon for the finite differences. It is possible to compile large parts of OPM to use numerical differentiation instead of AD
by setting some options at compile time. Comparing the results indicates that the AD-using code is a little faster overall.

The cost of AD for the user can be lower performance compared to a well-tuned hand-written implementation. We
have made numerous improvements to our automatic differentiation implementation to reduce this overhead, but it is
clear that by investing sufficient effort into a hand-written code, one can possibly get better performance. Writing such
optimal Jacobian code for arbitrary extensions is not a trivial task, and due to the increased chance for errors is not
guaranteed to give any speed-up at all.

2.4.1. General approach
The OPM implementation of AD introduces a class that mimics the behavior of the built-in floating point types of C++

(double and float) as closely as possible. The AD object contains a value and a fixed number of derivatives and defines
all basic arithmetic operators as well as common mathematical functions. Also, to allow easy comparisons with code
that uses standard floating-point objects, all functions that work on AD-objects can also be used with objects of built-in
floating-point types. In OPM an implementation class called Evaluation is provided for this purpose:

1 // ValueT is typically double or float
2 template <class ValueT, int numDerivs>
3 class Evaluation;

This class overloads all arithmetic operators so that objects of type Evaluation can be used in the same way as plain
double or float types. An example code snippet for the implementation of the multiplication operator looks as follows:

C++ code
1 // Multiplication operator
2 Evaluation& operator*=(const Evaluation& other)
3 {
4 // The values are multiplied , whereas the derivatives
5 // follow the product rule, i.e.,˜(u*v)’ = (v’u + u’v).
6 const ValueType u = this->value();
7 const ValueType v = other.value();
8 // Value, usually position 0
9 data_[valuepos_] *= v ;

10 // Derivatives usually start at position 1
11 for (int i = dstart_; i < dend_; ++i) {
12 data_[i] = data_[i] * v + other.data_[i] * u;
13 }
14 return *this;
15 }

For improved performance the implementation of the Evaluation class is specialized for values with up to 12
partial derivatives, whereas a default implementation based on for loops is used for higher numbers of derivatives.
The opm-material module provides a python script implementing a simple code generation algorithm for the specialized
Evaluation classes for any number, if necessary. Typical three-phase black-oil equations use three partial derivatives,
corresponding to the number of primary variables per cell.
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Fig. 7. Localized linearization of element i and its neighbors j⟨·⟩ . Equations (7) are evaluated locally with derivatives of the primary variables of
element i.

2.4.2. Application-specific localization
For performance reasons, the implementation of automatic differentiation in OPM only supports carrying a fixed

number of derivatives, which needs to be specified at compile-time. Yet, the number of unknowns for the discretized
conservation equations (7) is only known at run-time because it depends on the number of grid cells.

This problem is solved using a localized linearization scheme as illustrated by Fig. 7: The residuals of the mass
conservation equations are computed for a single element, which is called the focus element. In addition to the values of
the residuals of the focus element, the partial derivatives of the residuals of all elements in the local neighborhood are
calculated with regard to the fixed number of primary variables of the focus element. For more details on this approach,
confer [32].

The two-point flux-approximation (TPFA) scheme used ensures that the residuals of any cell only depend on the
variables of the cell itself and its immediate neighbors, which lets the localized linearization scheme be applied.

Once the local residual vector and its dense Jacobian matrix have been computed, they are transferred to a variable-
sized vector for the residual and a variable-sized sparse matrix for its Jacobian matrix representing the linearized system
of equations for the whole spatial domain. This vector and the matrix are subsequently passed to the linear solver.

2.5. Parallelization

Parallelization of OPM Flow follows a hybrid approach with a combination of multi-threading and MPI. The assembly
of the Jacobian matrix is multi-threaded through OpenMP, and controllable through the OpenMP environment variables.
The assembly part is less dependent on memory bandwidth, and this enables us to exploit more CPUs on a multicore
machine than the scaling possible for the linear solve part. In particular, it allows for improved performance on CPUs
with hyper-threading. Writing binary results to file is also threaded to insulate the reservoir simulation from slow disk
systems, as further commented on in Section 2.6. The CpGrid class implementing stratigraphic grids is based on the Dune
grid interface and OPM Flow therefore naturally inherits the MPI parallel interface of the Dune modules dune-grid and
dune-istl (see [1,23,33]). This keeps the implementation effort as small as possible. Our main goal is to reuse sequential
algorithms whenever possible and only introduce parallelism specific code where absolutely necessary. In particular, the
discretization, and algorithms for adaptive time stepping and the Newton–Raphson nonlinear solver are the same for
sequential and parallel runs. For the latter, only the convergence criterion will be switched to a parallel one as it needs
some global communication.

Standardized parallel file formats for oil reservoir data are currently lacking and the ECLIPSE file format is inherently
sequential in nature (see Section 2.6). At the beginning of a simulation, a process therefore needs to read the complete
input file and set up a grid for the entire domain. This is a potential bottleneck for scalability to large number of
cores, which has not yet been reached. Using the entire grid read initially, the transmissibilities representing cell–cell
connections are computed. A high value means that a change of pressure or saturation in a cell will influence the properties
of the neighboring cell strongly. Therefore, the current domain decomposition in OPM Flow is based on keeping cells
connected through high transmissibilities on the same process when partitioning. This is done to ease the coarsening
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Fig. 8. Graph of a grid with one well, where the black dots are the vertices associated with cells in the grid and the solid lines the edges associated
with the cell faces. The dashed blue line is an edge introduced by a well connecting two non-neighboring cells.

Fig. 9. (a) Interior (red) and ghost (gray) cells stored on a process, and (b) grid cells involved in communication. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

phase of the algebraic multigrid solver and improve convergence of other linear solvers. The implementation currently
does not allow one well to be distributed across multiple subdomains.

At the start of the simulation, the global grid is partitioned using the graph partitioning software Zoltan [34,35],
which was chosen because of its flexible license and because of its interfaces to other partitioning software libraries.
The partitioning is computed from the grid graph defined with cells as vertices and edges either representing a face
between two cells or a connection between two cells via a well. Fig. 8 shows a conceptual illustration. An edge associated
with a cell face is assigned a scaled value of the transmissibility whereas any edge associated with a well connection gets
the maximum weight available to ensure that all cells connected by a well end up in the same subdomain. This will give
partitions in which domain boundaries are at faces having low transmissibility. The motivation for using transmissibility
as edge weights is to improve the convergence of the parallel linear solver. Because of this particular choice of edge
weights, the edge-cut will no longer be an approximation of the total communication volume. Hence, the improved
convergence comes at the cost of increased parallel overhead.

To ensure validity of the partitioning, a post-processing step is introduced after the initial load balancing to enforce
that all cells connected by a well are really contained in one subdomain, since our edge weights are merely a strong
suggestion to the load balancer. As a result, the calculation of the well model can be done sequentially on the process
that stores the well without additional communication.

The flux calculation, which is a central part of any cell-centered finite-volume scheme, needs to access information
from neighboring cells. OPM Flow therefore not only stores the grid cells assigned to one process, but also a halo layer of
so-called ghost cells at the process boundary. During the simulation, the values attached to these ghost cell are updated
using point-to-point communication. Fig. 9(a) illustrates the local grid stored on one process.

This decomposition is used to set up a distributed view of the CpGrid class. It implements the parallel Dune grid
interface [1,33] allowing values attached to interior cells to be easily communicated to other processes, where these cells
belong to the ghost layer. For the small example in Fig. 9(b), only the brown cells will be involved in the communication.

As a result, the sequential discretization algorithms can be reused almost unchanged, since all necessary data
(neighboring and wells) is available on one process and only one communication step during each linearization step
of the nonlinear solver is needed to update the ghost layer.

The iterative solvers in dune-istl are parallelization agnostic and can be turned into parallel ones by simply using
parallel versions of the preconditioner, scalar product, and linear operator. All preconditioners, except AMG, apply the
sequential operator on the degrees of freedom attached to the interior cells only and update the rest using one step
of interior-ghost communication. When used in AMG as smoothers, these parallel preconditioners are called hybrid
smoothers (see [36]). This approach works very well in the AMG solver provided by dune-istl [21], as it uses data
agglomeration onto fewer processes whenever the number of unknowns per process drops below a prescribed threshold.

http://www.cs.sandia.gov/Zoltan
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Thus on coarser levels fewer processes are involved in the computation until on the coarsest level only one process
computes and a direct coarse solver is used. This remedies the missing smoothing across the processor partition
boundaries on the finer levels and keeps the ratio between time used for computation between communication steps
and time needed for communication high. In addition, a block ILU0 (one block for each process) or a CPR preconditioner
is provided. Both the existing parallel scalar product and linear operator from dune-istl are reused without modifications.

2.6. I/O in OPM Flow

To be industrially relevant, OPM Flow must read and write files in standard formats well known to the industry. OPM
Flow implements support for the input format used by the ECLIPSE simulator from Schlumberger and also writes output
files compatible with the output from said simulator, because these are the dominant file formats supported by most
pre- and post-processing tools.

2.6.1. Reading input files
The input for a simulation case consists of many separate data items. The computational grid, petrophysical properties,

fluid properties, and well scheduling and behavior must all be specified, along with other options controlling for example
output.

It is common for commercial simulators to do this in the form of an input file set, often called a deck (named for the
decks of punched cards used in the early age of simulation). An input deck consists of many keywords that set properties
or trigger functionality in the simulator, and may be distributed across several files (using an INCLUDE keyword). The
deck is organized into sections dealing with separate parts, and is similar to a programming language that manipulates
the reservoir simulator like a state machine. The sections are:

RUNSPEC Dimensions, phases present.
GRID Grid topology and geometry, faults, petrophysical properties.
EDIT Modifying inputs specified in the GRID section, multipliers.
PROPS Fluid properties.
REGIONS Define regions for properties and output.
SOLUTION Initial solution.
SUMMARY Choose variables for time-series output.
SCHEDULE Parameters and controls for wells and well groups, time stepping.

The input format is well documented in the OPM Flow manual [10]. The sections are described in Chapter 3.4 of the
manual, and each supported keyword is described in the following chapters. The list of supported keywords is extensive,
and the parsing performed in OPM Flow has been tested on a selection of different input decks from industry. For obvious
reasons, OPM Flow does not yet support all keywords and features available in the ECLIPSE simulator. Still, OPM Flow is
fast reaching a point where the functionality available covers the most common use cases, and is wide enough that it can
be feasible to modify unsupported cases to adapt their reservoir description to what is currently supported. We therefore
believe the current parsing framework is sufficient to make OPM Flow an attractive alternative in the industry.

Parsing in OPM Flow is a two-stage process. In the first stage, basic string parsing is performed, comments are stripped,
included files are read in, default values and multipliers are resolved, and numerical items are converted to the correct
type. This produces an instance of class Opm::Deck, which is essentially a container of Opm::DeckKeyword objects. The
second stage in the parsing process consists of creating an instance of type Opm::EclipseState, which is an object at
a much higher semantic level, in which the interaction between keywords has been taken into account, e.g., all the EDIT
section modifiers have been applied to produce consistent geological input fields and the various well-related keywords
from the SCHEDULE section have been assembled into well objects.

The keywords recognized by OPM Flow are specified with a simple JSON schema. A new keyword can be supported by
adding a JSON specification and registering it with the build system, then OPM Flow will be able to parse the new keyword
and create Opm::DeckKeyword instances to represent it. Taking a new keyword into account in the Opm::EclipseState
class requires changes to the code depending on the semantics of the new keyword. To complete the addition of a new
feature, the numerical code can then be extended to use the new information available from the Opm::EclipseState
object.

2.6.2. Writing output files
OPM Flow can output a range of different file types. Summary files contain time-series for well or reservoir data. Restart

files, along with INIT and EGRID files, can be used for restarting a simulation from a report step or checkpoint, as well as
for visualization of the reservoir and the solution variables. RFT files are used by engineers to get more information about
reservoir behavior.

The files are ECLIPSE-compatible in the sense that they are correctly rendered in independent third-party viewers like
Petrel, S3Graf, and RMS, in addition to OPM ResInsight. These binary output files are also compatible to the point that
Schlumberger’s simulator ECLIPSE can restart a simulation from these files.
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The input keywords RPTRST, RPTSOL, and RPTSCHED are used to configure which properties should be written to the
restart files, and also for which report steps output should be enabled, most of this output configuration is supported in
OPM Flow.

The SUMMARY section is used to configure which result vectors should be added to the summary output. OPM Flow will
use the configuration inferred from this section when creating summary output. The list of available summary vectors
is extensive and OPM Flow does not support them all, but a wide range of field, group, well, region, and block vectors
are supported. In addition, OPM Flow has its own unique PRT file, which has a report formatted just like ECLIPSE for
compatibility. However, everything else in the PRT file is unique for OPM Flow. The same goes for the terminal output,
which is not the same as ECLIPSE. The ambition is to make output more useful for the end user.

VTK-format output files for result fields can also be written for visualization with, e.g., Paraview. This feature can be
activated with a command-line option, see the manual [10] for this and other output-related options.

2.6.3. Parallel file I/O
The ECLIPSE file format is inherently sequential, but since this file format is a de-facto standard in the industry, the

parallel simulation program also needs to handle the format. Whereas initial reading of the deck is less performance
critical, since it is only done once, the reoccurring writing of simulation data during the simulation poses a potential
performance bottleneck. To absorb the penalties imposed by slow file systems, such as network file systems, the actual
output is queued in a separate output thread that no longer needs to by synchronized with the simulation. To cater to
the sequential file format at hand, a dedicated I/O rank collects all data from all processes and then the sequential output
routines can be used as before. Again, this is a potential show stopper for scaling to large number of cores; this has not
been an issue yet, but may need to be addressed in future releases of the software. To avoid performances penalties, the
communication between the I/O rank and all other ranks is done asynchronously, such that each simulation core only
places an MPI_Isend and continues with simulation, whereas the I/O rank only places MPI_Irecv in combination with
MPI_Iprobe and MPI_Waitall.

2.7. Extended models

Whereas the family of black-oil models presented thus far is sufficient for many real-world cases, it lacks essential
features for describing chemically enhanced oil recovery. This section briefly outlines two extended models implemented
in OPM Flow, a solvent model and a polymer model, that add one or a few extra components and model their effect on
the fluid flow.

2.7.1. Solvent
Miscible gas injection is a common EOR technique. The injected gas mixes with the hydrocarbons and enhances the

sweep efficiency by mobilizing the residual oil in the reservoir. An important application for the solvent module in OPM is
to explore the combined goal of CO2 storage with EOR. The CO2 is miscible with oil at pressures above a certain threshold,
and injecting CO2 is thus a commonly used approach to enhanced recovery.

The solvent module extends the black-oil model with a fourth component representing the injected gas. In addition
to the extra conservation equation required for the solvent, the solvent modifies the relative permeability, the capillary
pressure, the residual saturations, the viscosity, and the density of the hydrocarbons. The modeling strategy we use is
to compute the properties for the fully miscible and the immiscible case and interpolate between these limits using a
miscibility function M depending on pressure and solvent saturation.

Large contrasts in viscosity and density between the injected gas and the oil lead to fingering effects. Resolving
individual fingers requires very fine grid resolution and is not feasible for field-scale simulations. The Todd–Longstaff
model [37] introduces an empirical parameter ω to formulate effective parameters that take into account the effect of
fingers on the fine-scale dispersion between the miscible components to overcome this obstacle. The solvent module in
OPM follows the implementation suggested in [37,38], the most important details are included here.

The conservation equation for the solvent component, s, is
∂

∂t
(φrefAs) + ∇ · us + qs = 0, (28)

where the accumulation term and the flux are given by

As = mφbsss, us = −bsλsK(∇pg − ρsg). (29)

In addition, the solvent saturation is added to Eq. (4), giving:

sw + so + sg + ss = 1. (30)

The relative permeability of the solvent and the gas component is given as a fraction of the total (gas + solvent) relative
permeability:

kr,s =
ss

sg + ss
kr,gt , kr,g =

sg
sg + ss

kr,gt . (31)
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One can change the gas and solvent fractions multiplying kr,gt with simple functions of the same fractions to allow a
more flexible formulation. The total relative permeability is given as an interpolation between the fully miscible relative
permeability and the immiscible one:

kr,gt = M
sg + ss

sg + ss + so
kr,n(sn) + (1 − M)kr,g (sg + ss), (32)

kr,o = M
so

sg + ss + so
kr,n(sn) + (1 − M)kr,o(sw, sg ), (33)

where M is a user-defined parameter that varies from zero to one and may depend on both the solvent fraction and the oil
pressure. Water-blocking effects are incorporated in the model by further scaling the normalized saturations by effective
mobile saturations that increase with increasing water saturation; see [38] for details.

The Todd–Longstaff model formulates the effective viscosities for solvent, gas, and oil as a product of the pure
viscosities and the fully mixed viscosity

µeff,o = µ1−ω
o µω

m,os, µeff,g = µ1−ω
g µω

m,gs, µeff,s = µ1−ω
s µω

m,gos, (34)

where the fully mixed viscosities are defined using standard 1
4 -power fluid mixing rule [37]. Pressure effects on the mixing

are modeled by replacing the single parameter ω with an effective mixing parameter

ωeff = ωωp. (35)

where ωp is a function of pressure [38,39]. For effective density calculations confer [38]. The solvent model is used to
simulate the SPE 5 benchmark in Section 3.3.

2.7.2. Polymer
Polymer flooding is another widely used EOR technique. The major mechanism of polymer flooding is to improve

the sweep efficiency by increasing the viscosity of the drive fluid to improve the mobility ratio. The polymer model in
OPM assumes that the polymer component is only transported within the water phase and only affects the properties
of this phase. The model also includes the effects of dead pore space, polymer adsorption in the rock, and permeability
reduction effect. Shear-thinning/thickening non-Newtonian fluid rheology is modeled by a logarithm look-up calculation
method based on the water velocity or shear rate.

The polymer model is developed by adding the following polymer transport equation to the black-oil model

Rp,i =
Vi

∆t
(Ap,i − A0

p,i) +

∑
j∈C(i)

Fp,ij + qw,icw,i = 0, (36)

where

Ap,i = φref,imφbrbwsw(1 − sdpv)c + ρrCa(1 − φref,i) (37)

Fp = bwvpc (38)

(bwvp)ij =

( mTkr,w
µeff,pRk

)
U(w,ij)

Tij∆Hw,ij, (39)

(bwvw)ij =

( mTkr,w
µeff,wRk

)
U(w,ij)

Tij∆Hw,ij. (40)

Here, c is polymer concentration, br is rock expansion factor, sdpv is the dead pore space, Ca is the polymer adsorption
concentration, vp is polymer flux rate, and µeff,p is the effective polymer viscosity, which is a function of the polymer
concentration c and pressure of the water phase. The viscosity of water is changed as a result of dissolution of polymer, and
we calculate the water flux rate based on effective water viscosity µeff,w , which is also a function of polymer concentration.
The polymer concentration cw,i used to calculate the polymer rate through well connections in grid block i is set as the
injection concentration for injectors, whereas cw,i = ciµeff,w/µeff,p for producers, where ci is the polymer concentration
in grid block i. The effective viscosities are calculated using the Todd–Longstaff mixing model [37] to handle sub-grid
fingering effects, similar to the solvent model of Section 2.7.1.

3. Numerical examples and results

This section demonstrates OPM Flow through a series of numerical examples. Sections 3.1 to 3.3 report small synthetic
cases exercising particular parts of the simulator’s fluid behavior. Section 3.4 reports a more realistic case to highlight the
treatment of wells. The Norne case in Section 3.5 is a real field case and demonstrates that OPM Flow can be applied to
complex industrial field cases. The polymer example in Section 3.6 shows some of the EOR capabilities of OPM Flow.

We conclude the section with some notes on performance. Complete input decks used for the examples are available
from github.com/OPM, and can be run with default options.

http://github.com/OPM
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Fig. 10. Gas saturation of the SPE 1 benchmark case after a period of gas injection. The z-axis has been exaggerated 20 times.

3.1. SPE 1 benchmark

The Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) has run a series of comparative solutions projects with the aim of comparing
and benchmarking different simulators or algorithms. The first such project (nicknamed SPE 1), was introduced for
benchmarking three-dimensional black oil simulation [40]. Two examples were suggested, and here we use the second
case to demonstrate OPM Flow. The grid consists of 10 × 10 × 3 cells covering a computational domain of 10000 ft ×

10000 ft × 100 ft. The thickness of each layer is 20 ft, 30 ft, and 50 ft respectively. Two wells are located in two opposite
corners. The first well injects gas from the top layer at a rate of 100 MMscf/day with a BHP limit of 9014 psia. The other
well is set to produce oil from the bottom layer with a production target of 20000 stb/day and BHP limit of 1000 psia. The
reservoir is initially undersaturated. The participants were asked to report the oil production over time and the gas–oil
ratio (GOR) over time. Fig. 10 shows a view of the case after a few years of injection, whereas Fig. 11 verifies that there
is excellent agreement in the well responses computed by OPM Flow and the commercial simulator ECLIPSE 100.

3.2. SPE 3 benchmark

The third comparative solution project [41] was introduced to study gas cycling of retrograde condensate reservoirs
using compositional modeling. Based on the data initially provided as the second case in [41], we designed a benchmark
test case for the OPM Flow simulator.

Black-oil properties are generated from compositional data using PVTsim Nova. The dimension of the grid is 9 × 9 × 4
with 293.3 ft × 293.3 ft cell sizes in the horizontal direction and the thickness of each layer being 30 ft, 30 ft, 50 ft and
50 ft, respectively. The horizontal permeability for each layer is 130 md, 40 md, 20 md, and 150 md respectively, whereas
the vertical permeabilities are 13 md, 4 md, 2 md, and 15 md.

An injector is located in the corner (cell column (1, 1)) and perforates the top two layers, whereas a producer perforates
the bottom two layers of cell column (7, 7). The simulation time is 14 years in total. The gas injection rate is 5700 Mscf/day
for the first four years, and 3700 Mscf/day for the next five years. No gas is injected the last five years. The BHP limit is
a constant 4000 psia. The production well operates with a constant gas production limit 5200 Mscf/day and a constant
BHP limit of 500 psia. Fig. 12 confirms good agreement for bottom-hole pressures and rates obtained by OPM Flow and
ECLIPSE.

3.3. SPE 5 benchmark

The fifth comparative solution project [42] is designed to compare four-component miscible simulators with fully
compositional simulators for three different miscible gas injection scenarios. Herein, we compare the solvent simulator
in OPM Flow with the solvent simulator in ECLIPSE for the three cases introduced in the SPE 5 paper. The same grid with
dimension 7 × 7 × 3 and the same fluid properties are used for all the cases. A water–alternating-gas (WAG) injector is
located in Cell (1, 1, 1). By changing the alternation sequence and rates of water and gas, different miscibility conditions
are obtained in the three different scenarios. A producer located in Cell (7, 7, 3) is controlled by the same oil production
rate in all three cases; see [42] for details, or confer the input deck given in opm-data.

Fig. 13 shows that, except for some minor discrepancies in the gas production rate and the injector bottom-hole
pressure, there is general agreement between the well responses computed by OPM Flow and those computed by the

http://www.pvtsimnova
http://www.pvtsimnova
http://www.pvtsimnova
http://www.pvtsimnova
http://www.pvtsimnova
http://www.pvtsimnova
http://www.pvtsimnova
http://www.pvtsimnova
http://www.pvtsimnova
http://www.pvtsimnova
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Fig. 11. Well responses computed for the SPE 1 benchmark, Case 2.

Fig. 12. Bottom-hole pressures and well rates of the SPE 3 benchmark, Case 2.

solvent module in ECLIPSE. A closer investigation reveals that the discrepancies are mainly caused by differences in how

the density mixture of the Todd–Longstaff model is implemented. To the best of our knowledge, both simulators use the

same model, but the complexity of the model may lead to differences in the actual implementation.
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Fig. 13. Oil production rate, gas production, and cumulative oil production of the producer, as well as bottom-hole pressure of the injector for the
SPE 5 benchmark, Case 1.

3.4. SPE 9 benchmark

The ninth comparative solution project [43] is designed to re-examine black-oil simulation. The model includes a
rectilinear grid with 9000 grid cells and the dimension is 24 × 25 × 15 (Fig. 14). Originally, the grid was provided in
conventional rectangular coordinates. In opm-data, we provide data sets also in the corner-point grid format. Cell (1, 1,
1) is at a depth of 9000 ft, and the remaining part of the grid is dipping in the x-direction with an angle of 10 degrees.
The model has a layered porosity structure and highly heterogeneous permeability field. The well pattern consists of 25
rate-controlled producers and one injector in the corner of the grid.

The total simulation time is 900 days. The injector is controlled by water injection rate with target rate 500 stb/day
and BHP limit 4000 psia. The producers are under oil rate control with BHP limit 1000 psia. The production rate target
is 1500 stb/day for all the producers, except between 300 and 360 days, when the rate target is temporarily lowered to
100 stb/day.

This benchmark exercises in particular the well model of the simulator and its interaction with the reservoir. It also
has nontrivial phase behavior, as initially there is no free gas in the reservoir, but as pressure is reduced below the bubble
point, free gas appears near the top, as can be seen in Fig. 14. Fig. 15 shows that the well curves computed by OPM Flow
and ECLIPSE are in excellent agreement.

3.5. Norne

Norne is a Norwegian Sea oilfield that has been in production since 1997. The operators of the field have chosen to
share data, making it the only real field simulation case that was openly available until 2018, when the Volve field data
were also made open. The Norne field was initially operated using alternating water and gas injection, and in total 36
wells have been opened, not all being active at the same time. The simulation model uses a corner-point grid with sloping
pillars and several faults, so the grid has many non-logical-Cartesian connections and is therefore completely unstructured
and challenging to process (see Fig. 16).

The Norne field model includes features such as hysteresis, end-point scaling, oil vaporization control, and multiple
saturations regions. For a full description or to test the model, confer to github.com/OPM. Fig. 17 shows that there also
in this case is excellent match between OPM Flow and ECLIPSE, despite the complexity of the model.

3.6. Polymer injection enhanced oil recovery (EOR) example

To demonstrate the use of the polymer functionality of OPM, we consider a simple 3D example taken from [44]. The
grid consists of 2778 active cells and is generated with MRST [4]. The reservoir has physical extent of 1000 m × 675 m

http://github.com/OPM
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Fig. 14. Left: frontal view of the SPE 9 benchmark case showing free gas saturation at the end of the simulation, and all wells. Right: side view
showing initial water saturation. The z-axis is exaggerated 5 times in both plots.

Fig. 15. Bottom hole pressures, gas production rates, and oil production rates for all producers in the SPE 9 benchmark. Water rate is reported for
the injector.

Fig. 16. Grid for the Norne field case, with initial fluid distribution. Red is gas, green is oil, and blue is water. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 17. Well responses for injector C-1H and producer E-1H of the Norne field.

Fig. 18. Computing grid and horizontal permeability of the polymer example.

× 212 m and contains one injector and two producers (Fig. 18). The injector is under rate control with target rate 2500
m3/day and bottom-hole pressure limit 290 bar. The producers are under bottom-hole pressure control with a bottom-hole
pressure target of 230 bar.

The flooding process begins with a 560-day pure water injection, then a 400-day polymer injection with concentration
1.0 kg/m3, followed by a 1530-day pure water injection. Four different configurations are compared. In the first,
no polymer is injected. The second includes polymer, but does not account for any shear effect. The third models
shear-thinning effects, whereas the fourth includes shear-thickening effects.

Fig. 19 reports well responses for all four configurations. The bottom-hole pressure (bhp) of the injector increases
when the polymer injection process starts. When no-shear effect is involved, the bhp reaches the limit, and the injector
switches to bhp control mode, which causes decreased injection rate. This is a natural consequence of reduced injectivity
from the polymer injection. With shear-thinning effect, the bhp of the injector still increases but manages to stay below
the limit. As a result, the target injection rate is maintained. With shear-thickening effect, the injection rate decreases
further compared with the simulation that disregarded the shear effect. We emphasize that this example is designed for
verification of the polymer functionality of OPM and not related to any real polymer flooding practice.

For comparison purposes, results from ECLIPSE are also included in Fig. 19 with thick dashed lines. Good agreement
is observed between the simulators for all four configurations.

3.7. Numerical performance

Reservoir simulators are complex, and analyzing numerical performance is involved. Hence, we can only present a
brief overview here. In terms of performance, a well-implemented reservoir simulator can be divided in two operations
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Fig. 19. Well responses for the polymer flooding case. The top plots show bottom-hole pressure (left) and water rate (right) for the injector. The
bottom plots show water rates and water cuts for the two producers. Results from OPM Flow are shown with thin lines, ECLIPSE results with thick
dashed lines.

of almost equal importance. The first operation is the assembly or linearization, i.e., calculating the Jacobian matrix.
The second is the preconditioning and solution of the resulting linear system. For OPM Flow, the assembly part may
take approximately half the simulation time with the linear solver accounting for the remaining half. However, this
is strongly case-dependent, and the balance changes with the complexity of the fluids used, length of time steps, etc.
Before it makes sense to compare OPM Flow computationally to other implementations, we need to point out a few
prominent implementation choices. Use of automatic differentiation makes the calculation of the Jacobian less error prone,
but requires more computations than a direct approach, even though implementation of automatic differentiation using
SIMD instructions reduces parts of this overhead, as shown in [32].

For the linear solver part, it is the preconditioner that uses most of the computational time. Multiple preconditioners
are available in OPM Flow. The default is incomplete LU-factorization with zero fill-in. This seems to be a good choice for
small and medium sized problems. For larger cases, CPR preconditioning with AMG is preferable, and OPM Flow provides
this as an option. For the linear solver itself, a biconjugate gradient method is used by default.

3.7.1. Serial performance
For very small cases like SPE1 and SPE3, the serial performance of OPM Flow is comparable to that of ECLIPSE 100. The

runs typically finish faster with OPM Flow, since the simulator does not need to check for licenses. Since both cases finish
in a couple seconds on a modern CPU, performance is typically not important, though. Moving over to SPE9, which is
more complex, the picture changes in favor of ECLIPSE 100. Actually, ECLIPSE 100 is approximately twice as fast on SPE9
compared to OPM Flow. Still, the case finishes in around ten seconds on a modern CPU, so it has not been considered
important for performance tuning in OPM Flow. So far, the numerical efforts in OPM Flow have been centered around
two full-field simulation cases. The first is Norne, which is openly shared with the community. The Norne model is very
different from the SPE cases, both in terms of being more complex, and in terms of run times. A serial run of the Norne
case typically takes around ten minutes on a fast CPU. The run times of OPM Flow and ECLIPSE 100 are similar, with about
ten percent run time advantage to ECLIPSE 100 when using OPM Flow from precompiled packages. Compiling OPM Flow
from source with more recent compiler and more aggressive compiler switches, the tables turn in favor of OPM Flow.

In addition, a proprietary full-field model has been used to guide implementation, a model which is computationally
more intensive than Norne. The model is unfortunately only available through a non-disclosure agreement, and hence
cannot be shared openly. The model has more than 100000 cells, dozens of injectors and producers that penetrate the
reservoir vertically and horizontally, and complex geology with faults and thin layers. The run time is approximately four
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Table 1
OPM Flow performance indicators for simulations of the Norne model. The columns display number of MPI-processes (procs), threads per process
during assembly (thr(A)), compute nodes involved, assembly execution time (AT), linear solver execution time (LST), total execution time (TT), total
number of linear iterations (iter), speedup and parallel efficiency (eff) with respect to serial simulation. The computations were performed on four
dual AMD EPYC 7601 2.2 GHz 32-core processors using 1, 2, . . . , 64 MPI-processes. The AMD nodes have 8 memory lanes per socket and a 170.6
GB/s memory bandwidth, and the interconnect between the nodes is HDR InfiniBand (200 Gbits/s).
Procs thr(A) Nodes AT (s) LST (s) TT (s) Iter Speedup eff

1 1 1 351.49 300.59 691.26 25744 – –
2 1 1 180.73 191.14 401.89 25331 1.72 0.86
4 1 1 95.71 112.49 229.94 25148 3.00 0.75
8 1 1 63.51 86.43 168.35 25388 4.11 0.51
16 4 1 21.73 50.93 88.72 25736 7.79 0.49
32 4 2 15.82 54.16 85.67 26123 8.07 0.25
48 4 3 10.98 45.65 71.84 25920 9.62 0.20
64 4 4 8.90 49.92 74.16 26461 9.32 0.15

times that of the Norne model. On single-case and ensemble runs of this model, OPM Flow performance is generally better
than ECLIPSE 100.

A comparison of performance of the solvent extension of the OPM Flow simulator is reported in [45] and shows that
OPM Flow is significantly faster than ECLIPSE 100 for the solvent extension.

3.7.2. Parallel scaling results
Most commercial reservoir simulators use distributed memory with message passing interface (MPI) for their parallel

implementation. Furthermore, domain decomposition of the reservoir grid is done to split the load between the processes.
How this is done varies between simulators. The ECLIPSE 100 simulator decomposes the domain along one axis, while
newer simulators tend to use graph-based partitioners such as Zoltan (used by OPM Flow) or Metis (used by INTERSECT).
Similarly to ECLIPSE 100, the current version of OPM Flow does not support splitting a well between domains.

Tests of parallel scaling have been performed both on the Norne model and on the proprietary model. Scaling on both
models are similar, and as of the 2019.10 release, OPM Flow scales well on both models up to 16 cores. Scaling beyond
16 cores cannot be expected at this point because of convergence issues. Comparing to ECLIPSE 100, the scaling of ECLIPSE
100 is similar to OPM Flow up to 16 CPUs on the Norne model despite its simpler partitioning approach. However, the
limitations really show for the more computationally intensive proprietary model, where ECLIPSE 100 is back to the single
CPU run time when using four CPUs. Attempting to use eight or 16 CPUs, ECLIPSE 100 will only increase run times to be
much slower than the single CPU time.

Benchmark timing results are available for both models, with up to four and eight CPU cores, on linuxbenchmarking.
com. These results are used by the developers for quality assurance, making sure that changes to the simulator do not
have unintended adverse consequences for serial or parallel performance.

Table 1 reports parallel performance for Norne. Each simulation was repeated several times, and the best time
measurements are displayed. Because 16 MPI-processes per node is sufficient to fully utilize a node’s memory bandwidth,
adding additional MPI-processes after 16 on a single node will not improve the performance of the bandwidth-bound
linear solver. Simulations using more than 16 MPI-processes were therefore run on multiple nodes. Since the matrix
assembly is also parallelized using threads in addition to the MPI parallelization, idle cores can be partially exploited by
using additional threads to improve matrix assembly performance. We therefore use 4 threads per MPI-processes when
assembling for simulations with 16 or more MPI-processes. Hence all available cores of a compute node are used at this
stage. In addition to time measurements, we report speedup and efficiency with respect to the sequential simulation, as
well as the total number of ILU0-BiCG-stab iterations needed to complete each simulation.

We observe improved total execution time for the parallel simulations, but also notice that the parallel efficiency drops
when the number of MPI-processes increases. We observe that the matrix assembly code scales fairly well. Unfortunately,
the linear solver does not see much improvement in performance when using more than 16 MPI-processes. Since the total
number of linear iterations needed to complete each simulation remains almost constant, we can eliminate poor solver
convergence as a reason for a drop in parallel efficiency. Therefore, the poor scaling of the linear solver for more than 16
processors can mainly be attributed to communication overhead. The lack of scaling in the I/O operations also impacts
the overall parallel performance of OPM Flow. For example, when using 48 and 64 processors, the I/O operations account
for a larger proportion of total execution time than the matrix assembly.

3.7.3. Ensemble simulation performance
Running ensembles of model realizations is commonly done in history matching and optimization studies. The run

time of each realization can vary significantly due to instability in the nonlinear solution process. As a measure of the

http://linuxbenchmarking.com
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Fig. 20. Histogram over simulation times for an ensemble of Norne realizations for OPM Flow (left) and ECLIPSE (right).

Fig. 21. Oil production rates for 100 realizations of the Norne model.

performance of OPM Flow, we therefore show results for a full ensemble and compare these with the ECLIPSE simulator. All
ensemble members use the same grid, but permeability, relative permeability endpoints, and fault multipliers are varied
to represent the uncertainty in the geological properties. The ensemble can be acquired from github.com/rolfjl/Norne-
Initial-Ensemble; for more details we refer to [46].

The individual simulations were run in serial mode on an Intel i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40 Ghz with 16 GiB memory. Fig. 20
shows the resulting run time distributions. The mean run time for OPM Flow on the ensembles is 690 s, whereas for
ECLIPSE it is 562 s, making OPM Flow approximately 25% slower than ECLIPSE on average. The ensemble is modified
compared to the base case referred to in Section 3.7.1, so the results are not completely equivalent. We still expect that
the difference can be reduced with aggressive compiler options and light tuning. Both simulators run through all ensemble
members without having severe convergence issues. Tuning of numerical parameters such as tolerances can sometimes
improve simulator performance. For this comparison, both simulators have been run with their respective default tuning
parameters. Fig. 21 reports oil production results for a single well for the whole ensemble. Since unmatched realizations
are used, there is a large spread in the results. This spread will typically be reduced if the models are constrained on the
historical data using a history matching procedure.

4. Summary and outlook

This paper has described OPM Flow at the time of writing. The software is under continuous development, so changes
and additions should be expected. New features in development include adjoint calculations, higher-order discretizations
in space and time [47], new fluid models for CO2 behavior, and sequential implicit methods. We think that at this point
OPM forms a robust base for both research and industrial applications, and that going forward this combination will help
shorten the research cycle by giving researchers an industrial-strength platform on which to build and test their methods,
as well as satisfying engineering requirements.

http://github.com/rolfjl/Norne-Initial-Ensemble
http://github.com/rolfjl/Norne-Initial-Ensemble
http://github.com/rolfjl/Norne-Initial-Ensemble
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Appendix A. Nomenclature

A.1. Symbol definitions for the continuous equations

φ porosity, can be a function of (oil) pressure: φ = mφ(po)φref.
mφ pore volume multiplier as function of pressure.
φref reference porosity, a constant in time but varying in space.
pα phase pressure for phase α.
bα shrinkage/expansion factor for phase α defined as the ratio of surface volume at standard conditions to

reservoir volume for a given amount of fluid: bα = Vsurface,α/Vreservoir,α . For the oil phase, bo is called
shrinkage factor, whereas bg is called expansion factor. The reciprocal quantity is called formation
volume factor, and is usually denoted with a capital B: Bα = 1/bα . Usually a function of phase pressure
and composition: bα = bα(pα, rgo, rog ). See Section 2.1.6.

rgo ratio of dissolved gas to oil in the oleic phase. Often called rS in other literature.
rog ratio of vaporized oil to gas in the gaseous phase. Often called rV in other literature.
sα saturation of phase α, the pore volume fraction occupied by the phase. The saturations of all phases

sum to 1.
pc,αβ capillary pressure between phases α and β . Typically a function of saturation: pc,αβ = pc,αβ (sα).
K permeability of the porous medium.
kr,α relative permeability for phase α, modeling the reduction in effective permeability for a fluid phase in

the presence of other phases. Typically a function of saturation, see Section 2.1.5.
µα viscosity of phase α, typically a function of phase pressure and composition.
λα mobility of phase α, given by λα = kr,α/µα .
vα phase velocity of phase α.
uα component velocity of component α.
ρS,α surface density of phase α at one atmosphere, a given constant.
ρα density of phase α in the reservoir. For water, ρw = bwρS,w . For the oleic phase the relationship is

more complex since it must include dissolved gas: ρo = bo(ρS,o + rgoρS,g ), similar for the gaseous
phase: ρg = bg (ρS,g + rogρS,o).

g gravitational acceleration vector.
qα well outflux density of pseudo component α, (negative for well inflows). The form of this term depends

on the well model used, see Section 2.2.
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Fig. B.22. Quantities used to compute the transmissibility between two cells.

A.2. Symbol definitions for the discrete equations

V cell volume.
∆t time step length for the current Euler step.
vα volume flux of phase α (oriented quantity).
uα surface volume flux of pseudocomponent α (oriented quantity).
Tij transmissibility factor for a connection, derived from permeability, see Appendix B.
mT transmissibility multiplier as function of pressure.
C(i) connections from cell i, i.e. the set of cells connected to it.
U(α, ij) upwind cell for phase α for the connection between cells i and j.
∆Φα,ij potential difference for phase α for the connection between cells i and j (oriented quantity).
g gravitational acceleration in the z-direction.
zi depth of center of cell i.

A.3. Symbol definitions for the well models

Tw,j connection transmissibility factor.
Mα,j the mobility for phase α at the connection j.
pj pressure of the grid block that contains the connection j.
pbhp,w the bottom-hole pressure of the well w.
hw,j pressure difference within the wellbore between connection j and the well’s bottom-hole datum

depth.

Appendix B. Transmissibility

The transmissibility Tij of a connection between two cells is a discrete measure of the fluid flow capacity of that
connection. We can define Tij by requiring that the discrete flow equations (9), (10), and (11) should be satisfied for
a piecewise homogeneous medium, by a velocity field satisfying Darcy’s law. For a single, incompressible fluid b = 1 and
the discrete equations reduce to

vij =
1
µ
Tij

(
pi − pj − gρij(zi − zj)

)
. (B.1)

We can ignore gravity since the formula must hold also normal to the gravity direction, and assume without loss of
generality that the viscosity is 1, yielding the simplified discrete equation

vij = Tij
(
pi − pj

)
(B.2)

and the simplified Darcy law

v = −K∇p. (B.3)

Consider Fig. B.22, where ci and cj are the centroids of cells i and j and cij is the centroid of their common face Fij.
Then the flux vij is given by

vij =

∫
Fij

v · n̂ij dA (B.4)
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where n̂ij is the unit normal of the face Fij. This can be approximated by evaluating at the face centroid and using the
Darcy formula (B.3) in each of the cells i and j by

vij = −|Fij|(pij − pi)
Ki(cij − ci)
|cij − ci|2

· n̂ij, vij = −|Fij|(pji − pj)
Kj(cij − cj)
|cij − cj|2

· n̂ij, (B.5)

where |Fij| is the area of the face Fij between cells i and j, pij is the pressure in cell i at the point cij, and pji the pressure
in cell j at cij. We then define the half-transmissibility tij of cell i with respect to Fij by

tij = |Fij|
Ki(cij − ci)
|cij − ci|2

· n̂ij (B.6)

with a similar definition for tji notably using n̂ji = −n̂ij. Then

vij = −tij(pij − pi), vij = tji(pji − pj). (B.7)

Requiring that the interface pressures pij and pji are equal, we get

vij = Tij(pi − pj) Tij =
tijtji

tij + tji
(B.8)

Finally, as a modeling tool one may multiply the transmissibilities by a pressure-dependent multiplier mT . This can be
used for example to model sub-scale features such as fractures opening and closing due to pressure changes, thereby
changing overall permeability, without explicitly representing such fractures.
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